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2. Orientation – how ideas developed
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2. Orientation – how ideas developed
1. To put uncertainties that are associated with 
accounting emissions for compliance purposes
into a wider quantitative context
→ Legacy of the 2nd Uncertainty WS
2. To bring a long-term emissions-temperature-
uncertainty issue (here: 2 oC) to the here and now
→ to emission targets on the near-term time scale
→ to emission targets on the national scale
Our motivation at the time of the 3rd Unc WS:
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2. Orientation – adjusted for the 11th GCP SSCM
1.  Introduce uncertainty: Bu and Td
Ultimately: put costs on uncertainty … (robustness later)
Moving to a Low-C World in 2050 – timely issues:
2.  Monitor compliance: targets/pledges & sustainability
Convey the ‘big picture’ beyond the UNFCCC …
3.  Do this for different ‘negotiation worlds’
Emissions per capita (prod now, cons later?)
Emissions per GDP
‘Biomass draw’ (LU, emissions, …?) per capita (other norm?)
…
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3. Uncertainty – emissions-constrained world
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3. Uncertainty – emissions-constrained world
Probability of exceeding 2 oC:
Meinshausen et al. (2009: Tab. 1)
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3. Uncertainty – emissions-constrained world
GEE: Linear Trajectory 1990–2050
POP’s Pop in 2050:









2.9 [2.5 ; 3.4]: 10-43%
2.9 [1.5 ; 5.3]:    ~26%
2.9
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GEE: Linear Trajectories 1990–2050 for FF and LU 








1990–2050: FF + 
LU        
1990–2050: 
FF        
1990–2050: 











2.9 [2.5 ; 3.4]: 10-43%




1: 16.5 - 15.8






4. Monitor compliance: targets + pledges
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it can be priced!
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Con: 17% Red; Opt: 17% Red
Relative to 1990:




4. Monitor compliance: targets + pledges
1: 17.2 – 16.5:  -10 – -1 €/cap/yr
2: 17.2 – 16.0:    -9 – 10 €/cap/yr
1: 17.2 – 16.5: 0 – 5 €/cap/yr
2: 17.2 – 16.0: 0 – 18 €/cap/yr
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Rao et al. (2005: Slide. 6)
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2.9 [2.5 ; 3.4]: 10-43%
2.9 [1.5 ; 5.3]:   ~26%
global
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Make a difference between LU: IPCC WG I (2007: Tab. 7.1)
Atm. Inc. + FF – Ocean Uptake = Net Terr. Uptake
(in Gt C yr-1)
4. Not forgotten: Monitor sustainability
… and LULUCF:
Afforestation, reforestation, deforestation
Forest management, cropland management,
grazing land management, revegetation
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4. Not forgotten: Monitor sustainability
LULUCF vs LU production vs LU consumption:
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6. Suggestion of a new activity on a
Monitoring Framework for Moving to a Low Carbon 
World
which can be defined either narrowly or broadly:
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